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Heart of a Hoarder

1. Pat has an upholstered chair in her office where she sits to do her best thinking. Do you have such a place? 

2. Pat informs Kurt that greasy cardboard pizza boxes cannot be recycled. (p.51) Are there recycling restrictions that 
get in the way of disposing of certain items in your community? 

3. Discuss the technique known as “stash and dash.” (pp.57-58) 

4. Talk about the games Pat played with herself to make the work at Kurt’s more tolerable. Do you play any games to 
help you get organized? 

5. Pat moved book writing from her “to do” to her “to don’t” list. (p.144) How often do you rethink your priorities? 

6. What do you think of Pat’s red dot shoe idea (p.81), which is comparable to the hanger trick (p.77)? How does the 
thrift-store tag system (p.100) compare to these home systems? 

7. Dana was too young to understand Pat’s “red ball jettison” pun. (p.81) Does anyone in your group get it? 

8. Discuss the coupon-clipping parameters Pat establishes for Sally G. (p.98) 

9. Discuss Sally P.’s attraction to filing supplies. (p.115)  Can you think of other types of organizing supplies that pose 
the same sort of attraction and pitfalls? 

10.What were your opinions of Pastor Michael Wingwin and reporter Skip Featherton after you read Chapter 1? How 
were those opinions different after you finished the book? 

11.How do Kurt’s speech patterns give you insight into his underlying personality? (Chapter 2) When Kurt says, 
“Mmmm,” what does that mean? 

12.What can you learn about Kurt from the short exchange about pizza boxes in the four sentences of dialogue at the 
top of page 50? 

13.Do you think Pat is an approachable person? Why or why not? 

14.Pat is asked by one of the church members to coordinate her daughter’s wedding. (p.126) Do you think Pat is 
qualified? 

15.For the first time in three Patience Oaktree novels we see instances of Fred disagreeing with Pat. What did you 
think that signaled? (p.69 & p.90) 

16.In retrospect, what was Sally G. doing taking all those purple-penned notes of “good ones,” and what didn’t she 
want Pat to see spread out on her dining room table? (p.136) 

17.How has Pat matured as a person by the end of the book? 

18.What is your favorite drawing in the book, and what does it represent? 

19.What does the title of the book add to the experience of reading the novel? 

20.As with all Patience Oaktree adventures, the book is written from Pat’s point of view. If it were written from a 
different character’s point of view, whose view would you choose? 

21.Do you agree with Pat that people seem too nonchalant about claiming the hoarding label for practically any 
clutter situation? (p.112) 

22.How has your understanding of hoarding disorder changed after reading this story?


